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A number of experiments and experimentally based simulations showed that �-proteins are
mechanically more stable than �-proteins. However, the theory that might explain this evidence is
still lacking. In this paper we have developed a simple elastic theory, which allows to estimate
critical forces for stretching both kinds of proteins. It has been shown that unfolding of �-proteins
does really require notably higher forces as compared to the stretching of �-proteins. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3170940�

I. INTRODUCTION

The last 10 years witnessed an intense activity in single-
molecule force spectroscopy experiments in detecting inter-
and intramolecular forces of biological systems to under-
stand their functions and structures. Much of the research has
been focused on elastic properties of proteins, DNA, and
RNA, i.e., their response to an external force, following the
seminal papers by Rief et al.,1 and Tskhovrebova et al.2 The
main advantage of this technique is its ability not only to
decipher the unfolding free energy landscape of
biomolecules3–6 but also to probe their mechanical stability.
Understanding the resistance of proteins to an external force
is important because many processes in living systems, such
as cell division, locomotion, and enzyme activity, depend
critically on protein conformational changes and mechanical
rigidity.3 Knowledge gained from the integration of physical,
biological, and chemical studies would be useful for poten-
tial applications in material design, nanotechnology, and
medicine.7

Experiments and simulations4,8 have shown that
�-proteins are mechanically more stable than �-rich proteins.
For demonstration, we present experimental results for un-
folding forces fu as a function of the contact order9 �Fig. 1�.
Since the correlation level between these two quantities is
high �R=0.74�, �-proteins are clearly less stable compared to
�-proteins. At room temperature, typical forces, needed to
unfold �-proteins at pulling speeds vp�100 nm /s are fu

�100 pN, whereas helix proteins unfold under fu�10 pN.
In the equilibrium case �vp→0�, at T=0 the critical unfold-
ing force may be estimated as fu

eq��H /xu, where �H and xu

are the hydrogen bond energy and a distance between the
native state and transition state, respectively. Since
�-proteins have xu larger than that of �-proteins,4 they are
expected more stable. Taking �H=1–5 kcal /mol, for
�-proteins which have xu�3 Å,4,10 we have fu

eq

�25–125 pN. For helix proteins such as the �-spectrin with
xu=15 Å,29 fu

eq�4–20 pN. One can estimate the effect of
thermal fluctuations on reducing the critical force, but in this

paper we deal with the T=0 case only. Overall, fu
eq of

�-proteins is about one order of magnitude larger than that of
�-proteins.

To the best of our knowledge, a contansive theory of
mechanical stability of �- and �-proteins is not yet available.
Our goal is to develop a simple theory which is able to ex-
plain why the former are more stable. Our idea is to approxi-
mate a �-protein by a zigzag elastic model, while a
�-protein, by a simple spring. Using the elastic theory, we
derived the expression for fc

eq and showed that �-proteins are
more stable than �-proteins.

II. ELASTIC THEORY FOR �-PROTEINS

An example of �-proteins is displayed in Fig. 2�a�,
where �-strands are represented by arrows. In our model,
�-strands are replaced by tubes �blue lines�. Middle points of
turns are the ends of these tubes. One end of the first and last
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FIG. 1. Dependence of experimental values of unfolding force fu
exp on the

contact order for 22 proteins. The unfolding force is define as the highest
peak in the force-extension curve �Ref. 4�. Results are shown for 10 �-�PDB
ID: 1TIT, �Ref. 10� 1G1C, �Ref. 11� 1WIT, �Ref. 12� 1TEN, �Ref. 13� 1FNF,
�Refs. 14 and 15� 1FNH, �Ref. 15� 1KSR, �Refs. 16–18� 1RSY, �Ref. 19�
1NCT, �Refs. 20 and 21� and 1OWW �Ref. 15��, 7 � /�-�1HZ6, �Ref. 22�
1UBQ, �Ref. 23� 1BNI, �Ref. 24� 1HFR, �Ref. 25� 1B9C, �Ref. 26� 1B6I,
�Ref. 27� and 1RNH �Ref. 28��, and 5 �-proteins �1AJ3, �Ref. 29� 1HCI,
�Refs. 29 and 30� 1CFC, �Ref. 19� 1VCS, �Ref. 31� and 1N11 �Refs. 32 and
33��. The correlation level between fu and the contact order is R=0.74.
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tubes is the first and last amino acid, respectively. Thus, we
simulate a �-strand structure by a zigzag planar chain con-
sisting of identical hinged rodlike segments of the length b.
For simplicity, the twist of the �-sheet is neglected. The
opening angles � between adjacent segments are considered
equal �Fig. 2�b��. The distance between neighboring hinges is
a=2b sin�� /2�. We assume that � is determined by inter-
strand hydrogen bonds34 modeled by elastic tubes; connect-
ing adjacent hinges, the true internal structure of which does
not need to be specified in our approach. This viewpoint is in
agreement, e.g., with the molecular dynamics simulations of
force-induced titin unfolding, which show that interstrand
hydrogen bonds are broken during the process.35 One should
note that a similar model has been applied earlier36 to fit
nonlinear empirical force-extension curves obtained in
atomic-force-microscopy experiments for bovine carbonic
anhydrase II, Q253C.

The strain �a /a in the tube is proportional to the stress
�=F /S, according to the Hooke’s law

�a

a
=

F

SE
=

4F

dtube
2 E

. �1�

Here E is the Young modulus �modulus of elongation�, F is
the pulling force, S=�dtube

2 /4 is the effective cross section,
and dtube is the effective diameter of the tube. The last quan-
tity may be estimated as several angstroms. A distance be-
tween outermost ends of the segments is L=Na
=2bN sin�� /2�, where N is the number of segments. Natu-
rally, the overall strain �L /L equals to �a /a. After the pull-
ing process is finished, the final length of the protein chain
becomes Lmax=2bN. The difference between L and Lmax is
the maximal overall elongation �Llim=Lmax−L=2bN�1
−sin�� /2��.

Therefore, the limiting strain value �Llim /L for the
�-protein stretching is connected to the limiting unfolding
force fu

eq, namely, �Llim /L= fu
eq /SE, so that

fu
eq =

�dtube
2 E

4
�1 − sin��/2�

sin��/2� � . �2�

Experimental values of E are not known for proteins. For
quantitative estimation of fu

eq, we take a typical theoretical
value E�0.2 GPa.37 Previous analyses38 of the native struc-
tures of proteins have shown that a protein backbone may
be thought of approximately as a tube of diameter dtube

�5.4 Å. Using these parameters we plot fu
eq as a function of

the angle � in Fig. 3�a�. fu
eq decreases with � because the

increase of this angle lowers the effective number of native
contacts or the interaction between two �-strands in the na-
tive conformation. One can estimate the most probable value
of � for proteins as follows. The detailed analysis of native
conformations of ten �-proteins presented in Fig. 1 shows
that, on the average, one strands contains seven amino acids
�Fig. 3�b��. Assuming that a turn has four amino acids, each
segment in our zigzag model is then consisted of nine amino
acids �seven from a strand and two from a turn�. Therefore
its length b�8c�30.4 Å, where c=3.8 Å, is the distance
between two nearest neighboring C�. Suppose that the native
contact exists even between two ends of neighboring seg-
ments, then the distance a �Fig. 2�b�� should be less than or
equal to some cutoff distance dc for native contacts. For
rough estimation we take a=dc=8 Å. Then sin�� /2�

α

a

b

Na

tubed

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. �a� Fragment of the titin domain I27 �PDB ID: 1TIT�. In our zigzag
model each �-strand is replaced by a tube �in blue�. �b� Schematic plot for
the zigzag model.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 3. �a� Dependence of fu
eq on angle � for �-proteins, where we used

E=200 MPa and dtube=5.4 Å. Arrow refers to the most probable value of
�=15° which corresponds to fu

eq�300 pN. The red lines denote fu
eq=25 and

125 pN obtained from the free energy landscape picture using �H=1 and
5 kcal/mol, respectively. �b� The averaged number of AA, per �-strand
plotted as a function of contact order for ten �-proteins. Their PDB IDs are
shown next to the data points. The horizontal red line corresponds to the
averaged �over all proteins� value which is about 7.
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=a /2b=0.132 and ��15°. This angle corresponds to fu
eq

�300 pN �Fig. 3�a��, which has the same order of magni-
tude as the estimation obtained from the free energy land-
scape picture with �H=4–5 kcal /mol �see Sec. I�. Neverthe-
less, our model may overestimate fu

eq and this might be
partially due to uncertainties in theoretical values of E.37

Using experimental data and a different theoretical model,
Keten and Buehler39 have shown that �-proteins cannot ex-
hibit rupture forces larger than �200 pN in the vanishing
pulling speed limit. Their result is also consistent with ours.

III. ELASTIC THEORY FOR HELIX PROTEINS

Figure 4�a� shows the native conformation of �-spectrin,
which is a typical helix protein. It contains three helices H1,
H2, and H3. Assuming that a contact between two residues is
formed if the distance between two corresponding C� atoms
is less than or equal to the cutoff dc=6.5 Å, we have the
number of native contacts between H1 and H3 Q13=1, and
between H2 and H3 Q23=2. We define an averaged relative
contact number for a pair interacting secondary structures
RQav=	ijQij��i− j� / �Q	ij��i− j��, where the summation is
taken over all pairs of interacting secondary structures, Q is
the total number of native contacts, and ��i− j� is 1 if helices
i and j interact and 0 otherwise. For �-spectrin with Q=72,
we obtain RQav�2%. In addition to �-spectrin, the values of
RQav were estimated for other ten proteins �1CFC, 1F63,
1HRC, 1IMQ, 1LMB, 1VSC, 1YCC, 256B, 2ABD, and

2PPD�, the mechanical properties of which were studied in
detail previously �see Ref. 4 and references therein�. The
value of RQav averaged over the whole set of studied pro-
teins is equal to RQav=3.87%. Therefore, the interaction be-
tween helices, which is proportional to the number of native
contacts between them, is weak. This conclusion remains
valid for values of the cutoff dc varying in the interval
5.5 Å�dc�8 Å.

Neglecting the interaction between secondary structures,
we propose to apply a mechanical spring model40,41 with a
single helix �see Fig. 4�b�� to describe mechanical properties
of �-proteins. Thus, the unfolding in our model proceeds in
such a way that secondary structures unravel in sequence.
Let the initial spring diameter be D0 and the current diameter
under the load D
D���, whereas the wire diameter is dspring.
Here � is the current angle between the pulling direction and
the perpendicular to the plane of coils �Fig. 4�b��. The elon-
gation under the action of a force F equals

�L =
8PD3n

Gdspring
4 +

4FDn

Gdspring
2 , �3�

where G and n are the shear modulus and a number of coils,
respectively. The wire length is L=�Dn /cos �. During the
protein stretching the helix straightens out with D varying
from D0 to dspring and � from a small value close to 0 to � /2.
Taking into account the variability of D and �, the maximal
elongation takes the form

�Lmax =
2

�
�16fu

eqD0
3n

3Gdspring
4 +

4fu
eqD0n

Gdspring
2 � . �4�

At the same time, this quantity equals to n��D0−dspring�, so
that

fu
eq =

3�Gdspring
2

8m
� �m − 1

4m2 + 3
� , �5�

where we have introduced the notation m=D0 /dspring.
As far as we know, the shear modulus G for �-proteins

shown in Fig. 1 is not known. To estimate fu
eq, we take G�

=33 MPa �Ref. 42� measured for the collagen superhelix.
The dependence of fu

eq on m is shown in Fig. 5, where

0D

dspring

F n
θ (b)

H3

H1

H2

(a)

C

N

FIG. 4. �a� Shown is 98-residue protein �-spectrin �PDB ID: 1AJ3� which
has three helices H1 �2–23�, H2 �29–67�, and H3 �72–96�. For the cutoff
distance dc=6.5 Å, there are one and two native contacts, denoted by black
lines, between H1 and H3, and H2 and H3, respectively. The total number of
native contacts Q=72. �b� Schematic plot of our model for �-proteins.
Meaning of D0 and dspring is given in the text. n� is a vector perpendicular to
the plane of coils which is schematically presented by a dashed line. � is the
angle between F� and n� .

FIG. 5. Dependence of fu
eq on ratio m for helical proteins. We used G

=33 MPa and dspring=5.4 Å. Arrow refers to the most probable value of
m=2 which corresponds to fu

eq�2 pN. Horizontal red line refers to the
typical value of fu

eq=4 pN estimated, using the distance between the native
and transition state and �H=1 kcal /mol.
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dspring=5.4 Å, was used. For superhelix, diameter D0 varies
between 5 �Ref. 41� and 10 Å.43 Therefore, for �-proteins m
takes values in the interval 1	m	2 and fu

eq is about 2–3 pN
�Fig. 5�. Using rupture forces measured at two pulling
speeds29 and the formula fu� fu

eq ln�v /v0�,44 we obtain fu
eq

=2
2 pN for �-spectrin. Thus, our result is in reasonable
agreement with experiments and estimates from the free en-
ergy landscape picture which show that the critical force at
vanishing pulling speed is of a few piconewtons for
�-proteins.

As evident from Figs. 3�a� and 5, �-proteins are much
more stable than �-proteins. This is our main qualitative re-
sult obtained in the framework of the proposed mechanical
model of proteins. Note that there is some uncertainty in
values of parameters used in our theory. Nevertheless, this
cannot change our final conclusions, since we have a large
safety margin of at least one order of magnitude.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have developed a simple elastic theory
to understand the mechanical stability of proteins. Our theory
contains two free parameters �angle � and E in the case of
�-proteins, and m and G in the case of �-proteins� which
may be estimated from either experiments or the Protein
Data Bank. The success of our model in estimating fu

eq for
helix proteins is probably due to the weak interaction be-
tween their secondary structures. More accurate estimation
of the mechanical stability threshold for individual
�-proteins by our theory will be possible once experimental
data for the modulus E are available. Although � /�-proteins
have not been considered, one can infer from our theory that,
in agreement with experiments and simulations, their me-
chanical stability is intermediate.

It is well know that mechanical stability of proteins de-
pends on the pulling geometry,45–48 i.e., on either the force
direction or the linkage through which the force is applied to.
For this reason, the protein C2A, e.g., is mechanically
weak19 although it consists of �-strands only. Our basic
theory is developed for the case when the external force is
applied to one end of a protein keeping another end fixed and
the force direction is along the vector connecting two ter-
mini. Our theory may be applied to the case of different
pulling geometries but then one has to determine the effec-
tive elastic moduli for corresponding geometries. This prob-
lem is left for further studies.

As follows from Fig. 3�a�, rupture forces grow with the
decrease in angle �. One of possibilities to obtain small val-
ues of this angle is to increase lengths of �-strands. This
prediction may have interesting implications for designing
mechanically strong biological materials.
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